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Lista Workspace Solutions 
Display Crowd-Pleasing Results

Lista workspace systems help museums exhibit the ultimate in

organization and space-efficiency. With our comprehensive range

of solutions and modular building block approach, Lista can com-

pletely address the unique needs of your facility. Lista’s ability to

store items of virtually any size, and our wide array of locking solu-

tions, means that your storage will be both space-saving and secure.

And our powder coated finishes, available in ten standard colors

and a wide array of custom colors, won’t off-gas, so your valuable

materials are safely stored, now and for the future.



No Matter Your Facility’s Shape or Size, 
Lista Makes Your Workspace Work

Lista museum solutions bring the ultimate in organization, space

savings and security to museum workspace. Our Storage Wall® sys-

tem is a uniquely flexible and versatile storage solution, perfect for

securely housing the various size and shape items stored by muse-

ums. With a combination of shelves, drawers and roll-out trays, even

the biggest and smallest of items can be stored together in a safe,

logical and accessible manner. Lista’s modular drawer cabinets and

workbenches are ideally suited for laboratory environments in

museums. Lista’s custom-designed solutions will perfectly meet

your unique needs, whether you require resin counter surfaces to

protect against chemical stains, space-efficient overhead cabinets

for readily accessible yet out-of-the-way storage, custom paint to

complement your particular decor or a choice of security options. 



Free Custom Design
from Lista

Lista’s engineering and design team is ready to provide you with a

detailed plan for your individual workspace and storage needs, free

of charge. We offer solutions that are designed for maximum effi-

ciency and future flexibility, optimizing space and profitability.

• Floorspace utilization analysis.We can prepare plan and elevation

CAD drawings for a grouping of products, or entire room-sized

solutions. 

• Customized surveys and layouts. Lista experts will survey your

current and future storage and workspace needs, and propose

solutions that provide the highest density and greatest produc-

tivity.

• Integration with architectural and construction planning. Rely on

our experience with coordinating with architectural and con-

struction professionals at any stage of a project’s development.

• Price quotes. We are happy to provide free estimates and price

quotes for any project, regardless of size.
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